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This paper connects between otions of pure formal language theory and 
nondeterministic programming. The notion of a fair derivation in a context-free 
grammar is defined, whereby for every variable appearing infinitely often in 
sentential forms of an infinite derivation, each of its rules is used infinitely often. A 
context-free language is fairly generated if it has a grammar all of whose fair 
derivations are finite. It is proved that a context-free grammar is fairly terminating 
iff it is non-expansive. 
I. INTRODUCTION 
The purpose of this paper is to study the concept of fairness, taken from 
the realm of nondeterministic and concurrent programming (Park, 1981; 
Lehmann et al., 1981; Grfimberg et al., 1981), in the context of formal 
languages. It is hoped that by linking concepts from two different fields, both 
fields will gain some new insights. 
As is already known, one can regard a rewriting system as a restricted 
programming language, and apply to it criteria usually applied to programs 
in general. One recent example where interesting results were obtained in this 
way is presented in Dershowitz (1982), where the termination of derivations 
in a rewriting system is shown to be provable using well-founded sets, a 
method usually applied to programs. 
In this paper, we: 
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(1) define the concepts of a fairly terminating eontextfree grammar 
and fairly generated eontext-free language, and 
(2) characterize them in terms of the property of expansiveness, 
implicit in Yntema (1967), and known in the formal language theory also as 
"derivation-bounded" (Ginsburg and Spanier, 1968), and as "quasi-rational" 
(Berstel, 1979). 
Besides its theoretical interest, we also delineate the usage of the concept of a 
fairly terminating context-free grammar in the context of a random-sentence- 
generator. 
II. BASIC DEFINITIONS 
In the sequel, a context-free grammar G = (V, T, S, P) means a grammar 
without useless variables, i.e., for each A ~ V, there are a,/5'E 
(VU T)*, x ~ T*, such that 
(1) A x, 
(2) S ~ aAfl. 
For the basic notations of formal language theory, see Hopcroft and 
Ulmann (1979). However, derivations and derivation trees in this paper are 
either finite or infinite. 
DEFINITION 1. For a context-free grammar G -= (V, 7",, S, P), a 
production rule (A -, a) ~ P, and a sentential form fl of G, A -~ a is enabled 
in/7 iff fl = 71Ay2 for some 71,72 ~ (V['-') T)*. 
DEFINITION 2. (1) A G-derivation d = (S = rio, fll ..... /~i .... } is fair iff it 
is finite and ends with some fla C T*, or it is infinite, and every production 
rule A ~ a which is infinitely often enabled along d is also infinitely often 
applied along d. 
(2) A G-derivation d is A-unfair, A ~ V, iff A is infinitely often 
enabled and some production (A --+ a) ~ P is only finitely often applied along 
d. 
We shall say that a G-derivation tree T is fair iff all its corresponding 
derivations are fair. Otherwise, T is an unfair derivation tree. 
Since for every A ~ V, all the A-rules are enabled or disabled together, all 
such rules will be infinitely often applied if A appears infinitely often in some 
G-derivation. This is in contrast to the situation in nondeterministic and 
concurrent programs, where there is no necessary connection between the 
enableness of different moves (Lehmann et aI., 1981; Grtimberg et al., 1981). 
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DEFINITION 3. A context-free grammar G is fairly terminating iff all its 
fair derivations are finite. 
In other words, within a fairly terminating context-free grammar, one cannot 
obtain an infinite fair derivation; also, all infinite derivations must be unfair 
to at least one variable, at least one of whose productions is only finitely 
often applied along such a derivation, though infinitely often enabled. 
EXAMPLE 1. Consider the well-known grammar G 1 whose productions 
are S-~aSble ,  generating L(G)={anbnln>~O}. We observe that this 
grammar is fairly terminating. Indeed, since all its sentential forms are of the 
form xSy, x, y E T*, once the rule S -4 e is applied the derivation terminates. 
The only infinite derivation is S~ aSb~ a2sbe~ ... ~ a iSb i - -+  . . .  for all 
i >/0, which is clearly S-unfair. 
By generalizing this reasoning, we can conclude 
LEMMA 1. Every linear grammar is fairly terminating. 
Next, we consider 
EXAMPLE 2. Let G 2 be given by the following productions: 
(1) S-~aSS, 
(2) S --* e. 
Clearly, this grammar is not fairly terminating, as is clear from the following 
infinite derivation 
S(1)  ~t~ (2) ~ (2) ~ (1) i~  (2) i~  (1) i+ lm~ ---~a,~----+a~ (l)~aagS ~aa~---~...----~a - - -~a  ~----*a ~ ).... 
The two S-rules are applied in a round-robin order, which is obviously fair; 
see also Fig. 1. 
In Example 2, both S-rules are all the time enabled. Compare with the 
concept of an impartial computation in Lehmann et al. (1981). 
One possible motivation for the concept of a fairly terminating rammar 
emerges from the interest in implementing a random sentence generator, 
which, if called, produces ome random word in the corresponding language. 
Also, one would like that every possible word belonging to the language is a 
candidate for generation. As is well known, such a generator cannot, in 
general, be algorithmically specified and will randomly choose the next 
applicable production. Thus, such a generator may easily enter an infinite 
loop, unless guided by some good heuristics. Given that the grammar is 
fairly terminating, all that is needed to keep the generator away from infinite 
looping is some fair scheduling of the enabled productions. 
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Let us return to Example 2. Obviously, the language defined by it is a*, 
which, being regular, has also a (right-) linear grammar, which is fairly 
terminating by Lemma 1. This observation motivates 
DEFINITION 4. A context-free language is fairly generated iff it has a 
fairly terminating rammar. 
Hence, all regular and linear languages are fairly generated, by Lemma 1. 
The main question to be asked at this stage, is: 
Q: Is every context-free language fairly generated? 
Or, in other words, does there exist a context-free language, all of whose 
grammars are not fairly terminating? The answer follows from the main 
result in Section 3, where fairly generated languages are exactly charac- 
terized. 
I l I. THE CHARACTERIZATION OF FAIRLY GENERATED LANGUAGES 
We start by defining a property of a context-free grammar already implicit 
in Yntema (1967) in a different context. 
DEFINITION 5. A context-free grammar G = (V, T, S, P) is expansive iff 
there exists a variable A E V such that A ~fllAfl2Afl3 for some 
fll,fl2,fl3 ~ (VU T)*. That is, there is a (reachable) variable that doubles 
itself in some sentential form. In Yntema (1967), the property appears with 
Our main theorem is 
THEOREM 1. A context-free grammar is fairly terminating iff it is non- 
expansive. 
The idea is the following: if a grammar is expansive, say A-doubling for 
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some variable d E V, then one occurrence of A can be used for the doubling 
process, whereas the other one can take care of fairly applying all the A- 
rules. Since S *~ wiAw 2 and A ~ u~Au2Au3, wi, w:, u~, Us, u3 E T*, the 
derivation tree of a fair infinite production will have the form depicted in 
Fig. 2. This argument immediately established one direction of the 
equivalence proof. 
In order to derive the other direction of the proof of Theorem 1, we shall 
need a stronger esult. 
DEFINITION 6. For a context-free grammar G, a G-derivation forest ~-  
is a finite collection of (not necessarily distinct) trees {t~ ..... t, }, where t i is a 
derivation tree with root A i for some variable A i C V. 
The roots may be labeled with any nonterminal, not necessarily the initial 
one. 
Note. An infinite collection of such trees is not considered here a 
derivation forest. 
DEFINITION 7. A production rule A ~ a is enabled in a derivation forest 
J -  iff it is enabled in a derivation corresponding to some tree t E ~-.  
Similarly for an application of a rule in a derivation forest. 
DEFINITION 8. A G-derivation forest .Y- is fair iff every production rule 
infinitely often enabled in ~'- is also infinitely often applied in J - .  
$ 
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It is important to note, that a derivation forest ~Y- being fair does not 
imply that each tree contained in it is itself fair, as can be seen from 
EXAMPLE 3. G = ({S, T}, {a, b}, S, P), where P contains the rules 
S --, ST1 a, 
T-+ST[b, 
and the forest is shown as in Fig. 3. 
We now generalize Lemma 1. 
LEMMA 2. I f  G is a linear grammar, then every fair G-deriva•n forest 
contains finite trees only. 
Proof By induction on the number of trees in J - .  I f  I J - I  = 1, the claim 
reduces to Lemma 1. Assume [~-I > 1. If J -  contains a finite tree, remove it 
from J -  and apply the induction hypothesis. Thus, assume all trees in .Y- 
(finitely many!)  are infinite. For x G VU T, let h(x) (the height of x) be the 
minimal number h s.t. x ~ w C T*. Note that h(x) = 0 iff x C T. Let V~ be 
the collection of all variables occurring infinitely often in .Y-. Define 
m = mina ~u~ h(A). 
Claim. m = 0. This is a contradiction, since it implies that V~ contains a 
terminal. 
Yo show the claim, assume m > 0. Let A 0 E V~ be such that h(Ao) = m. 
There is a rule Ao~ wlA~w2, with h(A 0 = m - 1. By the fairness o fo  ~-, this 
rule is applied infinitely often, hence A 1 ~ V~ °, contradiction the definition of 
m as the minimal height as above. | 
DEFINITION 9. Let J -  be a G-derivation forest, and let Vl _~ V be any 
subset of variables of G. The V~-inducedforest <~-v, is the forest obtained 
from V by retaining only arcs of g -denot ing  rule applications to variables in 
V 1 • 
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FIGURE 3 
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The forest ~v, is not necessarily a G-derivation forest since it may be 
infinite, as is shown in 
EXAMPLE 4. Let P contain the rules 
S --* ST{a 
T~b 
and V~ = { T}; then ~v,  contains infinitely many trees, as shown in Fig. 4. 
The next lemma provides a sufficient condition for an induced forest to be 
a derivation forest (i.e., be finite). 
DEFINITION 10. For a context-flee grammar G and A ff V~, G A is the 
grammar obtained from G by making A the starting variable and removing 
all useless variables (and their productions). Let V A be the collection of 
variables in G A . Note that if A ~ aSfl, then V A = V, PA = P. 
LEMMA 3. Let V 1 = V-  V A for some variable A ~ V. Then, for every G- 
derivation forest j r ,  the induced forest ~vt  is also a G-derivation forest (i.e., 
is finite). 
Proof By the definition, if B E VI and B is reachable from C, then 
CE  V 1 also. Thus, if B E V~ and B belongs to some tree t ~ J - ,  all the 
variables on the path from the root of t to B belong to nodes in ~v , .  Hence 
the number of trees in ~v~ is at most as that of J - .  I 
From the definition of an induced forest ~'~v~, it follows immediately that 
every tree t~ E ~v~ is a subtree of some tree t in J - .  Therefore we obtain 
LEMMA 4. I f3 -  is a fair G-derivation forest, then every induced forest 
@i  is also fair. 
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We now present he stronger esult we aimed at, from which the other 
direction in the proof of Theorem 1 follows. 
THEOREM 2. I f  a context-free grammar G is non-expansive, then every 
fair G-derivation forest J contains finite trees only. 
Proof By induction on the number of variables in V. If I VI = 1, then G 
is linear, and the claim was proved in Lemma2. Assume IV I > 1. We 
consider two cases: 
Case 1. G is linear. Again use Lemma 2. 
Case 2. G is not linear. Hence, it contains a production-rule A -~ aBflC7, 
where A, B, C E V (not necessarily distinct). 
If both B ~o alAfll and C ~o c~2A~2 hold, then A doubles itself, contrary 
to the assumption. Assume that B -% a~Afll is the case. Form G~ as above, 
and note that A ~ V s. Hence I VBI ~]V  I -  1. 
Let V I=V-V~.  Define G1 to be the grammar G~=(V 1,T,SI,P~), 
where P~ contains all the rules in G referring to variables in V 1 only. Both 
G 1 and G B are nonexpansive. Any fair G-derivation forest J -  can be 
partitioned into J -  =~v,  C)J-v B- By Lemma 3, .fv, is a G-derivation forest, 
and by Lemma 4, ~fv, is also fair. By induction, ~TvB contains only finite 
trees, since the root of every tree in ~v~ is a leaf of a tree in ~fv,,~fv, also 
contains finite trees only. Consequently, J -  contains finite trees only. II 
Thus, our question Q is reduced to the following: 
Q':Does there exist a contextfree language, all of whose grammars are 
expansive ? 
The answer to this question is given in Yntema (1967), where it is shown 
(using her terminology) that the "standard-matching-choice" languages 
(which are the ones having a non-expansive grammar) are properly 
contained in the class of context-free languages. See also Ginsburg and 
Spanier (1968), and Berstel (1979). One natural example of a context-free 
language all of whose grammars are expansive is the language of all 
matching parentheses, given by 
Lp~= {xC {a,b}*]#~(x)=#b(x),  and for all prefixes y of x, 
#~(y) >/#~(y)}, 
where, for o E 22, w 6 X*, #~(w) denotes the number of occurrences of o in 
w. The grammar for Lpa ~ given in Yntema (1967) has the productions 
S -~ aSbSle 
which is obviously S-doubling. 
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